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Thank you for subscribing to Sidetracked Sarah via your feed reader or by email.  

If you haven't had a chance to like Sidetracked Sarah on Facebook yet, would you 
consider taking a minute to do that?  You can do so here:  Sidetracked Sarah on 
Facebook.

You can also become a follower on Twitter by using @Sidetrack_Sarah

I appreciate all the support that I can get and look forward to crafting much  more in the 
future!  Please take the time to visit some of the crafters who are featured in this E-book. 
Their blog addresses are linked next to their craft!  A special thank you to all the crafters 
in the E-book who gave me special permission to feature their crafts, recipes and 
printables in one easy to find E-book.  I have learned so much from all of you! 
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Make Your Own
Valentine's Day Cards
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Happy Heart Valentine's Card 
by Leslie's Art & Sew blog
(Some Sewing Required)

Supplies:

• Two different fabrics
• Heart templates in two sizes (just fold paper in half and cut a heart, like you did in 

grade school!)
• Kitchen twine (or string, or ribbon)
• Iron-in interfacing.

Here's the card I will show you how to make:

1.  Gather your supplies.  You will need two different fabrics, heart templates in two sizes (just fold 
paper in half and cut a heart, like you did in grade school!), kitchen twine (or string, or ribbon), and 
iron-in interfacing.  Don't be afraid of interfacing!  Just get a package of light-weight iron-in Pellon, 
and follow the directions on the package.  It makes ALL the difference between something that looks 
homemade and something that looks professional.
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http://www.lesliesartandsew.blogspot.com/2012/01/happy-heart-card-tutorial.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-a_bqITDIBM0/Tx1jOrE4GkI/AAAAAAAABP4/-RknpHjzjKs/s1600/v+tute+16.jpg


2.  Cut your fabrics into a workable size, depending on how many hearts you want to make.  Cut 
interfacing slightly smaller than your fabrics, and iron it onto the backs of both fabrics.  Trace the heart 
shapes onto your fabrics.  I traced mine onto the back so the pencil line won't show.  My traced line 
will be my sewing line, so I cut out my hearts about 1/4" beyond the line.

Center the small heart on the front of the large heart, and sew it in place on the sewing machine.  The 
edges will be left raw.  (In the first heart card I made, I used Heat n Bond to "glue" the small heart in 
place--that works great, but I noticed that the white parts of the fabric looked dingy afterwards, so I 
didn't use it this time since my small heart has a lot of white.)

Cut the kitchen twine about 14" long.  Fold in half and tie a knot at the folded end.  This end will be 
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http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-zg3zMx__FB0/TxwgPGrGIBI/AAAAAAAABOA/lgVCXMcKJWM/s1600/v+tute+01.jpg


sewn inside your heart, and the knot will ensure that the twine doesn't get pulled out.  Place the twine 
as shown in the picture, and use a small piece of tape to hold it in place.  You will remove the tape after 
sewing.

3.  Sew all around the edge of the heart on your pencil line, leaving an opening on one side for turning.  
Be sure to let the ends of the twine extend through the opening--don't let them get sewn into the seam! 
Use a short stitch length so the curves of the heart will be smooth.

4.  Trim the excess fabric to about 1/8".  Be careful not to cut the twine.  Trim as close to the bottom 
point as you dare; if there is too much excess fabric there, you won't get a good point on your finished 
heart.  At the top of the heart, make a cut close to the sewing line where the two curves meet.
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http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-W8xROyTbqAU/TxwgQy79Z0I/AAAAAAAABOI/l0Yvb3efv2o/s1600/v+tute+2.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qJ88ECoiP_0/TxwgnN5nVhI/AAAAAAAABOY/4WZTYtNhsoU/s1600/v+tute+03.jpg


5.  Turn the heart right-side out.  Do yourself a favor and get some hemostats, like the ones in this 
picture!  They make turning SO easy!  Then, run the end of a chopstick or knitting needle around the 
inside of the heart to smooth out the curves, and iron it flat.  Be sure to turn under the unsewn edges of 
the opening and iron that nice and smooth.

6.  On the sewing machine, sew all around the heart, about 1/8" from the edge.
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http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-tlygTpvCSlw/Txwgp06U_jI/AAAAAAAABOg/G5TNOcN-Y1E/s1600/v+tute+04.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-SzLkr4YU5jA/TxwgsM7fmdI/AAAAAAAABOo/G6oD9amcARE/s1600/v+tute+05.jpg


7.  Tie the twine in a bow, and you are done!  I decided to add a coil-less safety pin to these hearts (it 
just slides on without sewing), but you could sew a safety pin to the back, or use a jewelry pin.

8.  Make a card.  I used white card stock, cut in half to 8 1/2" x 5 1/2" and then folded in half to 4 1/4" 
x 5 1/2".  On top of that I glued a piece of colored typing paper, cut to 3 1/4" x 4 1/4".  Use rubber 
stamps to stamp any message you want.
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http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-T-gqRMf-La4/TxwgvkGilDI/AAAAAAAABOw/BI3xPE_Nrvo/s1600/v+tute+06.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ywfDuNk82HY/TxwgzEYdoMI/AAAAAAAABO4/B17dG7p8BFA/s1600/v+tute+07.jpg


Since this heart has a pin on the back, I just taped the pin to the card.  It's simple to do, and easy for the 
recipient to remove the heart.  The heart can be worn as a pin, or tied onto a purse or anything, really!

If you have any questions about this project, please visit Leslie at her blog.
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http://www.lesliesartandsew.blogspot.com/2012/01/happy-heart-card-tutorial.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-hD-b2BRESFs/Txwg0ZOp09I/AAAAAAAABPA/z2WHZAH5J8I/s1600/v+tute+08.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Iw7x84p4LDQ/TxwhADJJEKI/AAAAAAAABPg/s8HNOYpxIbY/s1600/v+tute+12.jpg


Potato Stamp Valentine's Cards
Crafting with my Kids!

By The Barefoot Seamstress

Supplies:

• Cardstock or construction paper
• Paint (we used acrylic) 
• Potatoes
• Small heart shaped cookie cutter
• Paring knife
• Cutting board

With Valentine's day quickly approaching I thought it would be fun to make handmade Valentines for 
the family. I gave away most of my scrapbooking supplies so we made due with the little supplies that I 
did keep. 
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http://www.thebarefootseamstress.com/2012/01/crafting-with-my-kid-potato-stamps.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-7ELA2Qu2fl0/Txsm-iGt49I/AAAAAAAABIA/0foiP4gz0SA/s1600/IMG_8174.JPG


Cut the potato in half crosswise or if you're like me and only have small red potatoes in the house, cut it 
lengthwise. 

Put the cookie cutter on the inside "meat" of the potato, turn it upside down and press down on the 
potato. Turn it back over and cut around the edge of the cookie cutter with a knife
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http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Mnskznm_v58/TxscwujJ3aI/AAAAAAAABG4/zr5W8YDM7bo/s1600/IMG_8144.JPG


.
Run the potato under some water and pat dry.

Grab your kiddos, pour some paint into small bowls and get busy! I cut out small squares of cardstock 
for them to stamp on. The hubby's old shirts work great for paint shirts on the kids.
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-DQHe1VvlHdY/TxsdfAL7F3I/AAAAAAAABHA/SxsA7a9wS9U/s1600/IMG_8147.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ELtoG2byk4o/Txsedn9eoGI/AAAAAAAABHI/1eoECwHgKfs/s1600/IMG_8151.JPG
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http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-i0Dd-ie7_18/TxsfBYjKLEI/AAAAAAAABHQ/EybFL9nsT3o/s1600/IMG_8155.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-H5r110ceqoE/TxsgI9YPn3I/AAAAAAAABHY/V1HnnxCnKfw/s1600/IMG_8167.JPG


Ella didn't get the concept so much but she had fun finger painting!

Just don't leave the kids alone to start that load of laundry you've been avoiding all week....you may 
end up with paint on your walls. Mr. Magic Eraser to the rescue!

After the kids were done stamping, we let them dry and then cut around each one. Jonah loves to sew, 
so we sewed three hearts onto blank white cards using a zig zag stitch down the center of each heart. 
Then he stitched around the outside edge of the cards.  My machine is  very user friendly for him 
because it doesn't require using the foot pedal just a button to start and stop. I set the speed to the very 
lowest setting and let him have at it! Make sure to clean the bottom of your presser foot and needle 
before using your machine for another project in case any paint rubbed off.
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http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ArUP304qrE0/TxsgfxmnqGI/AAAAAAAABHg/vELxizsinrc/s1600/IMG_8164.JPG


No worries, if you don't have a sewing machine...just run a line of glue down the center of the heart and 
press onto the blank card. Let them decorate with rick rack, ribbon, stickers or whatever else you can 
find. The possibilities are endless!

Please take some time to visit Becky at her blog!  If you have any questions about 
this project I'm sure she'd love to answer them for you.  
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Up, Up & Away Candy Valentines 
by Love, Laughter & Decor

Supplies Needed:

• Smarties
• Life Savers
• Gum
• Cardstock Paper
• Small Rubberbands

All Photos By Love, Laughter & Decor

Instructions:

1. Thread the rubber band through the holes of the two Life Savers, then balance the roll of Smarties 
between them (across the rubber band). 

2. For the wings, wrap two sticks of gum in card-stock.  The card-stock helps with stability.  Next, 
balance the sticks of gum on top, perpendicular to the Smarties, then pull up & over the rubber band on 
each side of gum, to hold in place (Note, this particular step is a little tricky and you may need an 
additional set of hands for help).
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http://lovelaughteranddecor.blogspot.com/2012/01/candy-airplane-craft.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-SBKDPyDHWWQ/TxmVeLYOeYI/AAAAAAAAB4g/h-TLSOKFtPM/s1600/IMG_2589.jpg


3.  For the final touch, add a personal message (using card-stock).  Hole punch, then thread onto the 
Smartie wrapper.  And, Voila!  You have a fun family craft!  Sure to be a hit at your child's Valentine's 
Day party!

Please take some time to visit Jodie at her blog!  If you have any questions about 
this project I'm sure she'd love to answer them for you. 
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http://lovelaughteranddecor.blogspot.com/2012/01/candy-airplane-craft.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-vGs8mWsXgK8/Txm7zJ3HopI/AAAAAAAAB5Y/iT-mJHnA614/s1600/IMG_2631.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-6Y-rYmRhurE/Txm7FRnJGyI/AAAAAAAAB5Q/Ih5GZ7kgx1c/s1600/IMG_2647.jpg


Owl Shaped Valentines
by Annette at This Simple Home

Supplies:

• Glue
• Large heart (pictured in purple) ~body
• 2 medium hearts (pictured in orange) ~head outline
• 2 medium hearts (pictured in purple) about 1/2 inch smaller than the other medium 

hearts~head
• 2 small hearts (pictured in yellow) ~ talons
• 1 tiny heart (pictured in yellow) ~beak
• 2 paper reinforcers ~ eyes
• 2 small ovals or circles (not pictured above but used in final project) ~ eyes
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http://www.thissimplehome.com/2012/01/owl-valentine-craft.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-__xSmp90MPk/TygrpyDX2jI/AAAAAAAAARc/mipbwB-eqhw/s1600/18672094926.jpg


To make the owl craft, explain to child what each heart (or shape) will be, and ask where it should go 
on the owl's body.  I do suggest keeping the eyes very close to the heart-beak for more of an "owl 
look."  Also, if the hearts are upside down for the talons, it gives the appearance of toes.  You may want 
to use the picture below or above for reference.  If making this as a Valentine, you could add a line like, 
"Whooo loves you?"
Please note:
~The shape owl I made uses two hearts for the body. 
~Both of our owls used paper re-enforcers for eyes, but the owl I made used small hearts.  These eyes 
appear much larger on the smaller body.

This was my daughter's heart-shaped owl!  (Of course, the glue did dry clear)

Please take a moment to visit Annette at her blog.  Leave her a comment and tell her hi!
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http://www.thissimplehome.com/2012/01/owl-valentine-craft.html
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-N42oVERv6hE/TygsC2iJz_I/AAAAAAAAARk/IjOx6U1WYuk/s1600/18672127519.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-pQP_CWOGfVI/Tygsp01JuhI/AAAAAAAAARs/o7ahmKTc3Ak/s1600/18672162773.jpg


Pop Bottle Valentines
by Cap Creations

Here's a fantastic idea for a valentine for your kiddo's classmates! This adorable pop bottle was 
illustrated by my wonderful husband. I took his drawing and transformed it into a Valentine envelope 
that reads "I think you're tops!" and "Happy Valentine's Day". And a to and from for you to fill in. 

It's perfect for stuffing with a bottle cap necklace or bottle cap magnet. Which by the way we have a 
tutorial for each! Necklace here and magnet here. 

We did these last year for my son's 1st grade class and they were an absolute hit! Classmates got the 
necklace and teacher the magnets. And everyone loved them!

To Make:
Download our Valentine envelopes HERE.
Print on regular 8.5x11 paper.
Cut around the edge. Cut inside the outline so that no black is left. 
Next you need to fold back the big tab where the arrows show below.
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http://www.4shared.com/photo/MqD6_mQ_/bottle_cap_valentine_envelope.html
http://www.capscreations.com/article_4/Bottle-Cap-Magnets-Tutorial.htm
http://www.capscreations.com/article_3/Bottle-Cap-Necklace-Tutorial.htm
http://www.capscreations.com/article_4/Bottle-Cap-Magnets-Tutorial.htm
http://www.capscreations.com/article_3/Bottle-Cap-Necklace-Tutorial.htm
http://blog.capscreations.com/2012/01/classmate-valentine-printable.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-t0x_dOvzzMA/Tx2RsjulAqI/AAAAAAAAC7o/oApWHj2GiIY/s1600/028.jpg


You will now have something that looks like the photo below. Fold the flap that sticks out, upward. 
Again where the arrow is showing in photo below.
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-q7UlXru_eNY/Tx2TS9mQAHI/AAAAAAAAC7w/_CzLtUPlJRc/s1600/bottle+cap+envelope+1.jpg


Now you have this. Tuck that flap under the top layer.
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-dxzn7Jsdw64/Tx2UPQUbLTI/AAAAAAAAC74/VMB37WlJV5o/s1600/002.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-vN4_42fAC3Y/Tx2UqSpQyzI/AAAAAAAAC8A/VWwsqOtoILo/s1600/003.jpg


Run a glue stick across the under flap and attach to top layer.

When you flip it over it should look like this.
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-4fXdrZMXoMU/Tx2VQ8x0YnI/AAAAAAAAC8I/h8rYp0CyF34/s1600/007.jpg


Simply fold the top and bottom flaps. Add glue stick to the bottom flap and leave the top open for 
stuffing.
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http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-bgYLj6WmLQM/Tx2Vx2yCGzI/AAAAAAAAC8Q/1Lee_MeFzbY/s1600/008.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-n8C_2o4qCgw/Tx2WclmgK_I/AAAAAAAAC8g/Z5_ISfJCPR0/s1600/012.jpg


You can either glue stick the top after stuffing or use a cute Valentine sticker to close that flap. 
Now go check out our bottle cap necklace tutorial and bottle cap magnet tutorial to complete your 
Valentine. These are sure to be a hit!

The bottle cap in our photo was done with our ink jet printer using the same method as our magnet 
tutorial. That bottle cap art in the photo is available at Blessed by Designs.

Please take a moment to go and say hello to Cathy at her blog.  
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http://blog.capscreations.com/2012/01/classmate-valentine-printable.html
http://www.blessedbydesigns.com/item_701/HOT-STUFF-Bottle-Cap-Graphics.htm
http://www.capscreations.com/article_4/Bottle-Cap-Magnets-Tutorial.htm
http://www.capscreations.com/article_3/Bottle-Cap-Necklace-Tutorial.htm
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Handprint Valentines
by Erin at Worthy of the Prize

Since Grayson is still small, I love any craft that involves his hand print! Our valentines are headed to 
Grayson’s grandparents who all live pretty far away. 

Supplies

• Paper: We used watercolor paper, because we had it on hand and it’s a little thicker than regular 
cardstock so it might have a chance of holding up in the mail.

 

• 2 colors of washable paint: This is the paint that we used. You could use poster paint if you have 
older kids, but why take the risk of having red paint stain your kiddos’ cute clothes?

• Baby wipes: it helps to have these handy to wipe the paint off when you’re done with the first 
handprint. 

• Paint brushes

Paint one of your child’s hands and press it onto the paper. (It works best to have your child hold their 
fingers close together.) Repeat this step for as many valentines as you need to make. Let the first 
handprint dry! Grayson’s handprints didn’t take long at all to dry, using the paper and paint that we did. 
By the time we printed the last of our 8 valentines, the first was already dry.
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http://www.amazon.com/Crayola-Washable-Kids-Paint-Sets/dp/B00004UBH3
http://worthyoftheprize.blogspot.com/2011/01/mom2mom-linky-party-handprint-valentine.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_SLUT422nj3o/TUY17kN2lFI/AAAAAAAABjI/sASUs0ToKgE/s1600/frame1.jpg


Using your second color, paint your child’s other hand. Overlap your child’s fingers on the first 
handprint, making a heart.

Let your valentines dry. Now the possibilities are endless!

• If your child is older, have them write the things he loves about his grandparents around the 
edge of the “heart”. 

• Choose a “love” Scripture to write around the edge. 
• Write a little Valentine’s Day message and date it. 
• These would also make a cute keepsake if you pop them in a frame like we did.

Please take a moment to stop by and say hello to Erin at Worthy of the 
Prize.  
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http://worthyoftheprize.blogspot.com/2011/01/mom2mom-linky-party-handprint-valentine.html
http://worthyoftheprize.blogspot.com/2011/01/mom2mom-linky-party-handprint-valentine.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_SLUT422nj3o/TUY1Lo94QrI/AAAAAAAABjA/hUCFYx9X1iU/s1600/heart2.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_SLUT422nj3o/TUY2Qm2BzLI/AAAAAAAABjQ/U86jEzmARME/s1600/heart1.jpg


Army Man Valentines
by Alexis at Jacolyn Murphy

The following is a Valentine's idea.  No instructions necessary, it's so easy and completely adorable!  

For Valentine's Day...all is fair in Love and War... 
ATTENTION!
Harrison is not 

camouflaging his feelings this Valentine's Day.

The troops are ready to salute his classmates...
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http://jacolynmurphy.blogspot.com/2012/01/for-valentinesall-is-fair-in-love-and.html
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-RsNEXj5zqEc/TwtJg0ADzgI/AAAAAAAAEyw/YuZhHgzRi5o/s1600/DSC_4438.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-GNiN6q4JLlk/TwtJjcrrnwI/AAAAAAAAEy4/6Cvg4qdBsD8/s1600/DSC_4398.JPG


on a side note...my 12 year old daughter says that I should not use such,
"Old Lady" songs...

Her suggestion is, "I would Catch a Grenade for you" by Bruno Mars
(darn kids, I hate it when they are right!)

Please take a moment to stop by and see Alexis at her blog.  
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http://jacolynmurphy.blogspot.com/2012/01/for-valentinesall-is-fair-in-love-and.html
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Cake Batter Truffles on a Stick
by Jamie of Scattered Thoughts of a Crafty Mom

Here is a perfect little treat, just in time for Valentine's Day.  It is very easy, just a few ingredients.

Cake Batter Truffles {On a Stick}   (original recipe by The Girl Who Ate Everything)
1 ½ cups flour

1

1 cup yellow cake mix

1

½ cup butter, softened
½ cup white sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/8 teaspoon salt
3-4 Tablespoons milk
2 Tablespoons sprinkles

Truffle Coating:
16 ounces (8 squares) almond bark (or white candy melts)
4 Tablespoons yellow cake mix
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http://www.the-girl-who-ate-everything.com/
http://scatteredthoughtsofasahm.blogspot.com/2012/01/valentines-treat-cake-batter-truffles.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ksf8lZk1nho/TxHHr4FBEtI/AAAAAAAAB_M/3GsgO8oVdEM/s1600/cake+batter+truffles+on+a+stick+smaller1.jpg


sprinkles

s

Beat together butter and sugar using mixer.  Add cake mix, flour, salt, and vanilla and mix thoroughly. 
Add 3 Tablespoons of milk or more if needed to make a dough consistency. Add sprinkles. Roll dough 
into one inch balls and place on a parchment or wax paper lined cookie sheet. Chill balls in the 
refrigerator for 15 minutes to firm up.
 
While dough balls are chilling, melt almond bark in the microwave in 30 second intervals.  Once 
melted, quickly stir in cake mix until incorporated completely. Dip truffles into almond bark, shake off 
excess bark.  Quickly place back on the cookie sheet insert stick and top with sprinkles.  Best if kept in 
the fridge until serving. Makes around 24-30 truffles.

Please take a moment to stop by and say hello to Jamie on her blog!
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http://scatteredthoughtsofasahm.blogspot.com/2012/01/valentines-treat-cake-batter-truffles.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-fkXsjFn1GTY/TxHNezNskRI/AAAAAAAAB_U/7smJkzKhstw/s1600/018-3.JPG


Chocolate Dipped Valentine Pretzels
by Christina at Mrs. Fox's Sweets

Supplies:

Melting Chocolate- I used Candiquik
Pretzel Rods- I got these from the Dollar Tree
Sprinkles - Valentine Themed

I started by melting the chocolate in the microwave for about 35 seconds. Once the chocolate was 
melted, I poured it into a plastic disposable cup.  The cup made it really easy to dip the pretzel all at 
once.  I then shook the pretzel off until the chocolate was about done dripping and held the pretzel over 
a plate and sprinkled with the sprinkles.
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http://www.candiquik.com/
http://mrsfoxssweets.blogspot.com/2012/01/chocolate-dipped-valentines-pretzels.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-TyBtUzeHggg/TfounPsO-BI/AAAAAAAAAVo/H7z5B9IEaQ8/s1600/33504.jpg


Please take a moment to visit Christina on her blog.  I'm sure she'd be more than 
happy to answer any questions you have!
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http://mrsfoxssweets.blogspot.com/2012/01/chocolate-dipped-valentines-pretzels.html
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-AeQMOG7Bemw/TxcBYelk9jI/AAAAAAAAB4Y/bz93-Xd-gcg/s1600/A43834.jpg


Valentine Brownie Pops
by Phaedrea at Phaedra's Adventures

Supplies:

Brownie Mix (use your favorite recipe or mix)
Heart Cookie Cutter
Baking Chocolate
Sucker Sticks
Decorative Sprinkles
Plastic & Ribbon for Packaging

Simply make a batch of brownies using your favorite recipe (I used a mix).  After the 
brownies have cooled thoroughly, cut out the heart shapes using a cookie cutter.  Melt a 
little bit of baking chocolate in the microwave.  Place the ends of some sucker sticks into 
the melted chocolate and then insert the chocolate covered end into the heart shaped 
brownies.  Place them on a cookie sheet lined with waxed paper and put into the freezer 
for a few minutes.  (This step ensures that the sucker sticks will stay put when you dip 
them - brilliant).  Microwave some more baking chocolate for 30 second intervals until 
melted.  Dip the suckers into the chocolate until well coated.  Gently tap the suckers to 
remove excess chocolate and place back onto the waxed paper to set up.  Add any 
decorative sprinkles that you would like before the chocolate hardens. I'm pretty sure 
your Valentines will be excited to receive such a decadent treat!  Give them a try!

Please take a moment to say hello to Phaedra at her blog. 
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Marshmallow Roses
by Eleanor at Pink Peppermint Paper

Supplies:

• Large pink marshmallows
• Squirtable white cookie icing (the kind that sets and comes in a sort of glue 

bottle)
• pink pearl nonpareils
• 6 in. lollipop sticks
• Green Paper for the leaves

I made these marshmallow pops for my daughter’s winter princess party.

I had bought all the supplies but thought surely I’d run out of time before the party 
started.  It was literally 15 minutes before the guests came. I tried it to see if it would 
work, and had what I think are great results given how totally easy they are to make. No, 
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really. If you can use glue, you can do this. The kids L.O.V.E. to eat them, and it’s 
something that’s not messy that they can help make!
Pour nonpareils on a plate, follow the directions for preparing the cookie icing (*note: 
after some trial and error, I only heated mine for a fraction of the time it called for 
because hot icing=runny icing) and apply a THIN layer to the top of the marshmallow. 
Press the icing side of the marshmallow face down into the nonpareils.

Then lift and fill in any holes in the coverage and neaten the edges by hand. Set face up 
on a plate to dry. Once dry, insert lollipop stick into opposite side of marshmallow.
I cut some simple leaf shapes out of green paper and used a small hole punch (and a 
little wriggling) to thread the lollipop sticks through.
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And Voila! A marshmallow rose.
If you want to do this step, it’s easier to add the leaves before you insert the stick into the 
marshmallow. My small hole punch was a little too small so I made a couple of 
overlapping punches to make the hole a bit bigger. We are giving a half dozen “roses” to 
teachers for Valentine’s Day wrapped in tissue paper and cellophane bags like real 
flowers would be.

Please take a moment to say hello to Eleanor on her blog.
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Heart Shaped Oreo Truffles
by Charisa at Madtown Macs

Supplies:

• Bag of Oreo Cookies
• 1 Brick of Cream Cheese
• Bakers chocolate and/or Almond bark (for dipping)
• Heart Cookie Cutter

If you haven't tried them you need to. They're fantastic and unfortunately have become a 
staple around here. 

Here's what you do:

Crush an entire bag of Oreo's in a food processor then add a brick of cream cheese. 
Whirl that around until everything is mixed and use a small cookie scoop (or your 
hands) to make balls. Line them on wax paper or a cookie sheet, freeze them for an hour, 
then dip into melted bakers chocolate or almond bark. Keep them in an air-tight 
container in the freezer. Try not to eat all of them in one night. 
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While I was making a batch I thought about making heart shaped ones for Valentine's 
Day. It worked! Instead of balling them, use a cookie cutter or a knife to make the 
hearts. Freeze and dip like normal. 

After dipping them in chocolate have fun decorating them. I melted white chocolate and 
the kids helped drizzle it on. We also used food coloring to make pink chocolate to 
drizzle but those were eaten before I could snap a picture! 

Your Valentine's will love them. Mine sure do!

Please take a moment to visit Charisa at her blog.  
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Coffee Filter Wreath
by Mandi at Mandi Being Crafty

Supplies:

Package of coffee filters
Food coloring
Baking sheet
Glue gun and glue
Wreath form

Made out of love and coffee filters!
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First put a couple of drops of food coloring in a bowl and fill with water.
It looks kind of orange.
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Submerge coffee filter into water.
Squeeze out the excess water.

Place on baking sheet.
Repeat until your baking sheet just can't take anymore!
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I set my oven to 350 degrees and baked them for about 5 minutes.
Then repeat, repeat, repeat!!!
Once you have enough coffee filters dyed and baked (I don't know how many I lost 
count)
Get out wreath form and glue gun and glue filters to the wreath.

Please take a moment to stop by and say hello to Mandi on her blog.  
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Dollar Tree Framed Art
by Kari at A Grace Ful Life

Supplies:

• 4 Small Picture Frames (Dollar Tree)
• Scrapbook Paper
• Glue
• Letters 

Last summer I did a post on these cute little frames I found at Dollar Tree here. 

They turned out really cute and I ended up using them on my summer mantel too and 
got a lot of great comments on these babies. After summer though, they ended up in my 
basement on my craft shelf (where my cool projects go to die...be revived into something 
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even better). I was down there the other day perusing my stuff for the girls to make a 
project over winter break and found the coolest scrapbook paper for Valentines day:

I got this late summer for 50% off and put it aside because I knew I could make 
something great with it. 

So I started with my frames, paper and then found some iron on letters!  Iron on 
letters??? 

Yep, just you wait......Then I cut out the paper to fit into the frames, like so:
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Then take some stick glue.
Glue the iron on letters to the paper:
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Wanna see how cheap creative I am?? 
I didn't have an E left in this package so I used an F and a period. 

Look at me bein' all crafty and junk! 

Can you tell? 
Lie to me if you can. 

Here is the final product:

Don't forget to go and say hello to Kari at her blog.  
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Jars Wrapped in Twine
by Kristen at Titus 2 Work in Progress

Supplies:

Mason Jars
Cotton Candy Pink Bakers Twine
Paper Doilies

My favorite holiday is coming up! And what says Valentine's day better than cotton candy pink bakers 
twine? I'm definitely smitten. I emptied my snow globes and packed the trees up for next Christmas, 
replacing them with paper doily hearts wrapped in twine and tied with a bow.  I love the simplicity of 
these jars.

So cute!  Please take a moment to say hi to Kristen on her blog.  
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Valentine's Day Burlap Banner
by Jenny at Northwest Lovelies

Supplies:

Burlap
Triangle Stencil
Pencil
Scissors
Printed Letters
Red Paint
Paint Brush
Glue Gun
Hemp Rope

Use a stencil to trace the triangles and cut them out of the burlap.  
Use the printed letters as a guide to paint the letters onto the burlap.  
Once the letters are painted, glue them to the hemp rope.  Easy!

Please take a moment to visit Jenny at her blog!
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Valentine Bath Puff Wreath
by Laurie at Scene of Sublime

Supplies:

• Wreath form
• 2 Bath Puffs (one red and one white)
• Hot Glue Gun
• Valentine Ornament

This fun wreath is so festive and soooo easy to make! 

1. Wrap wreath form in deconstructed $1 white bath puff. Secure with hot glue. 
2. Wrap deconstructed $1 red bath puff loosely around white wrapped wreath, making sure to let 

white show through. Secure here and there with hot glue. 
3. Make “hanging ribbon” from red puff mesh for show only. Secure with hot glue. Glue a twine 

hanging loop on back of wreath for actual hanging. 
4. Embellish by looping a Valentine’s Day ornament through the hanging ribbon so it will hang 

down in the center of wreath, if desired. I made several hearts from salt dough and pained them 
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– I used one of them for my wreath ornie. 

Valentine’s red sure brightens up the blah wintertime spirit, doesn’t it?!

Please take a moment to say hello to Laurie on her blog! 
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Printables
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I Love Us Printable
by Eighteen 25

I thought this turned out super cute.  They had it printed on canvas which would be really cute.  If you 
click on over to their blog here, they will provide you with the download.  There are 4 different color 
options as well!  Be sure to tell them that you were sent from this E-book that you received from 
Sidetracked Sarah.  
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Assorted 5x7 Printables
by  Iridescent Design

Here are some FREE printables for y'all, just cause I love ya so much! 
They are all designed to be 5x7 size and would look super cute all framed up.  

Make sure to keep your eye on http://queenbandme.blogspot.com for some super fun and cute ideas on 
how to display these printables!

***printables are for personal use ONLY***
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If you click on over to her blog, she'll provide the download link for you.  It will be 
suitable for a 5”x7” frame.
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Love Printable
by Laura Beth of A Step in the Journey

Click on over to Laura Beth's blog and she will gladly provide you with this 
adorable printable!  Let her know that I sent you!  
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	For Valentine's Day...all is fair in Love and War... 

